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The PowerScore LSAT Logical Reasoning BibleÃ¢â€žÂ¢ is the most comprehensive book available

for the Logic Reasoning section of the LSAT. This book will provide you with an advanced system

for attacking any Logical Reasoning question that you may encounter on the LSAT. The concepts

presented in the Logical Reasoning Bible are representative of the techniques covered in

PowerScoreÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s live courses and have been consistently proven effective for thousands of

our students. The book features and explains a detailed methodology for attacking all aspects of

Logic Reasoning problems, including recognizing question types, identifying common reasoning

elements and determining their validity, the methods for efficiently and accurately making

inferences, and techniques for quickly eliminating answer choices as you solve the questions. Entire

chapters are devoted to every currently-tested question type, to section strategy and time

management, and to even the most challenging reasoning concepts presented, such Formal Logic,

Conditional Reasoning, and Causality. The following Logical Reasoning question types are covered

in detail:Must Be True QuestionsMain Point QuestionsWeaken QuestionsStrengthen

QuestionsJustify the ConclusionÃ¢â€žÂ¢ QuestionsAssumption QuestionsResolve the Paradox

QuestionsMethod of Reasoning QuestionsFlaw in the Reasoning QuestionsParallel Reasoning

QuestionsEvaluate the Argument QuestionsCannot be True QuestionsPoint at Issue

QuestionsPrinciple QuestionsIn addition, the Logical Reasoning Bible features over 100 real LSAT

Logical Reasoning questions that are used to illustrate and reinforce our techniques. This includes

examples for each of the question types referenced above. The two Logical Reasoning sections on

the LSAT represent approximately 50% of your final score and are frequently considered to be the

most challenging aspect of the test. However, once you understand how to efficiently approach

each question type and deconstruct the reasoning presented, the solution to each question can be

quickly discovered. Through step-by-step analysis of every reasoning idea that you will encounter,

detailed explanations for every answer choice, and extensive drills to enforce every major concept,

this book with teach you how to correctly solve even the most complicated Logical Reasoning

problems.The Logical Reasoning Bible is also supplemented by a unique website that provides

additional materials to complement the book and answer frequently asked student questions.About

the AuthorDavid M. Killoran is an expert in test preparation with over 25 years of teaching

experience and a 99th percentile score on a Law Services-administered LSAT. In addition to having

written the renowned PowerScore LSAT Logic Games Bible, the PowerScore LSAT Logical

Reasoning Bible, and many other popular publications, Dave has overseen the preparation of

countless students and founded two national LSAT preparation companies.
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I finally found the right LSAT book for understanding and learning one very important and very

difficult section: Logical Reasoning. This book is divided into 22 chapters, all dealing with a specific

type of questions. It provides you the methods to identify the important indicators for choosing the

correct answer that is related with the question that is being asked. It is a very dense and detailed

book, and requires frequent notes, so that you can actually learn the methods, drills, hints, and tips

stated in the book. I have already read 100 - 120 pages, however, in order to learn from this book,

and I have gone back and started rereading for the purposes of taking notes, and learning from it.

This is the intention of the book. It is not just to read, however, to jot down notes continuously, that

you think is important to you, so that you can learn. I recommend that if you buy this book, you

should not just read it, because if you do, then you will forget it. In order to maximize your benefits,

read, jot down notes, practice the drills, and understand all ideas and questions stated in this book.

This book is very time consuming, and should be if you want to be master this section, however if

you read it once or twice, do not take any notes, or understand every single concept that is laid out,



then this book would fail to serve its purpose for you. In summary: this book is meticulously detailed,

time consuming, precisely written, and requires vigorous participation from the reader, if they want

the master this section to the teeth.

Excellent so far, the author does a great job.The PowerScore series - it is the best way to go, these

guys got it right and know what they are doing. This book is informative and very helpful and I am

using all three as a trilogy. Reading, Logic, and Games... Prior to buy these books I paid an

independent teacher offering an in person course, with online videos and materials for around a

grand offering mainly teaching and not much reading materials. These books are much better!! It is

independent study but I learn better reading books, combined books with teaching it enhances

learning so it could work out for you to get the course taught by PowerScore as wellI do not have

the Training Collection or the Workbooks which could prove useful or could be a waste of money? I

do however have all the past test previously administer from LSAC which you should buy first along

with the trilogy before buying the subsequent training materials from Powerscore. But all three of

these books are easy to follow and read. I have not started taking simulated practice tests yet

because I am not to take point in my training schedule so I am not sure what range of point increase

I will be in, I will update this with my increase in a few months.

This was a good resource that really let me get a handle on what the test makers were looking for

when they were designing questions. You do get a different perspective than if you were to just take

the tests on your own. I didn't use any other products to study for the test except for the PowerScore

books (and actual tests), so I can't comment on it's effectiveness compared to other methods. I do

believe that I wouldn't have scored as high had I not read the set of PowerScore books.The practice

tests were by far the most helpful part of my LSAT prep. There was no substitute for practicing on

real tests, where you can time yourself, practice the endurance of a complete test, etc. If you are

serious about getting a good score on the LSAT, you are going to need to take at least 20 of these

bad boys. Definitely focus on the latest tests for the best idea of what to expect on your test day.

While this book is helpful, I found an online curriculum called 7Sage to be much more helpful. This

book seems to miss some fundamental conceptual ideas behind the questions, while focusing too

much on "easy" fixes to get you to the right answer. While that might work for the majority of the

questions, if you're looking to be a mid-170s scorer, you need that conceptual background to get the

curve-breaker questions correct. I got that background in a much easier manner and more quickly



through 7Sage, and so I'd honestly recommend that program over buying this book. 7Sage focuses

on things like the concepts that link principle and sufficient assumption questions, rather than

teaching those in isolation the way this book does.
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